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Speech On Civil Rights
JL realize that I am dealing with a charged issue—with an issue which has been confused
by emotionalism on all sides. I realize that there are those here—friends and colleagues of
mine, many of them—who feel as deeply as I do about this issue and who are yet in complete
disagreement with me.
My respect and admiration for these men and their views was great when I came here.
It is now far greater because of the sincerity, the courtesy and the forthrightness with
which they have argued in our discussions.
Because of this very respect—because of my profound belief that we have a challenging task to do here—because good conscience demands it—I feel I must rise at this time to
support this report-.—a report that spells out our democracy, a report that the people will understand and enthusiastically acclaim.
Let me say at the outset that this proposal is made with no single region, no
single class, no single racial or religious group in mind.
All regions and all states have shared in the precious heritage of American freedom. All
states and all regions have at least some infringements of that freedom—all people, all groups
have been the victims of discrimination.

JL he masterly statement of our keynote speaker, the distinguished United States senator
from Kentucky, Alben Barkley, made that point with great force. Speaking of the founder
of our party, Thomas Jefferson, he said:
"He did not proclaim that all white, or black, or red, or yellow men are equal; that all
Christian or Jewish men are equal; that all Protestant and Catholic men are equal; that all
rich or poor men are equal; that all good or bad men are equal.
"What he declared was that all men are equal; and the equality which he
proclaimed was equality in the right to enjoy the blessings of free government in
which they may participate and to which they have given their consent."
We are here as Democrats. But more important, as Americans—and I firmly believe
that as men concerned with our country's future, we must specify in our platform the guarantees which I have mentioned.
Yes, this is far more than a party matter. Every citizen has a stake in the emergence of
the United States as the leader of the free world. That world is being challenged by the world
of slavery. For us to play our part effectively, we must be in a morally sound position.

e cannot use a double standard for measuring our own
Our demands for democratic practices in other lands will be no
antees of those practiced in our own country.
We are God-fearing men and women. We place our faith
under the fatherhood of God.
I do not believe that there can be any compromise of
right* which I have mentioned.

and other people's policies.
more effective than the guarin the brotherhood of man
the guarantees of civil

In spite of my desire for unanimous agreement on the platform there are some matters
which I think must be stated without qualification. There can be no hedging—no watering
down.

JL here are those who say to you—we are rushing this issue of civil rights. I say we are
1 72 years late.
There are those who say—this issue of civil rights is an infringement on states rights.
The time has arrived for the Democratic party to get out of the shadow of state's rights and
walk forthrightly into the bright sunshine of human rights.
People—human beings—thi» is the issue of the 20th century. People — all
kinds and sorts of people—look to America for leadership—for help—for guidance.
My friends—my fellow Democrats—I ask you for a calm consideration of our historic
opportunity. Let us forget the evil passions, the blindness of the past. In these times of world
economic, political and spiritual—above all, spiritual crisis, we cannot—we must not, turn
from the path so plainly before us.
That path has already led us through many valleys of the shadow of death. Now is the
time to recall those who were left on that path of American freedom.

or all of us here, for the millions who have sent us, for the whole two billion members
of the human family—our land is now, more than ever, the last best hope on earth. I know
that we can—I know that we shall—begin here the fuller and richer realization of that hope
—that promise of a land where all men are free and equal, and each man uses his freedom and
equality wisely and well.
This Is the text of the address of Mayor Hubert H. Humphrey of Minneapolis, Minn., delivered before
the Democratic National Convention at Philadelphia, Pa., Wednesday, July 14, 1948, supporting his
civil rights amendment to the party platform.
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Democratic Convention

This photo should be captioned "Life Misses a Beat". Apparently
preoccupied with "bosses" in the Democratic Party, Life Magazin
CONTINUED
is oblivious to history being made in the foreground.

FOUR OF THE PARTY'S OLD BOSSES SIT DISCONSOLATELY ON THE ROSTRUM.

FROM LEFT: FLYNN (BRONX), LAWRENCE CPITTSBURGH^

FARLEY

OLD BOSSES AND NEW DEALERS WATCH THEIR POWER IN PARTY SLIP AWAY
All through the-conveHlioa observers-were struck
by the signs of decay in the party. Ed Kelly, the once
mighty boss of Chicago, had a back seat in the Illinois delegation. Jim Farley was still popular but not
very potent. The old bosses were losing their steam.
The young New Dealers who once whizzed through

~v;uiiveritioiriio~te~i rooms were eilrle~r missing or maisfavor. The labor crowd, once in the thick of party
councils, was now on the fringe. And the Southern
revolt was no mere show of temper, as the Democrats soon learned. At a frenzied rump convention
in Birmingham July 17 rebels from 13 Southern

states" (among tEem the Rev. Gerald L.'K. Smith)
nominated South Carolina's Governor J. Strom
Thurmond for the presidency. Even President Truman's fighting speech at the regular convention (opposite page) could not hide the fact that there was
very little hope for the Democratic party in 1948.

C.I .O. GROUPlooks down on banners from hotel room
From left are Jim Carey, John Green, Willard Townsend

BOSS HAGUE, no longer the undisputed king of New
Jersey, idly scratches his nose during the speech-making.

NEW DEAL STALWART Leon Henderson, who tried
to oust Truman, slumps on a stairway as convention ends.
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AFTER THE WALKOUT the angry Mississippi delegates stand outside Convention
Hall waving their banners and shouting rebel yells as they wait for taxis to help them

vanish into the night. Behind them they left empty seats and a dead silence when the
name of Mississippi was reached on roll calls to nominate and vote for the candidates.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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DARRELL D. SMITH
ASST. TO DIRECTOR

CIO-PAC

Hyah, folks:
Merry Christmas and Happy New Yearl
Sorry about the delay on this.
I haven't been able to catch up
with anything this year.
The missing page (your substitute
for page 5) is somewhere in your
files. You needed it at the time
because it was the only copy available of the amendment text.
I'm sure the kids will have reason
some day to exhibit these mementos
with great pride. I am proud of
my temporary custody.
Regards to all
Darrell

NATIONAL PUBLISHING C O M P A N Y
SOt N STREET. N.E. LINCOLN 3-6O6O

WASHINGTON 2. D.C.

HUBERT HUMPHREY
SPEAKS OUT ON
HUMAN RIGHTS
I realize I am dealing with a charged issue
—with an issue which has been confused by
emotionalism on all sides. I realize that there
are here today — friends and colleagues of
mine, many of them — who feel as deeply and
keenly as I do about this issue and who are
yet in complete disagreement with me.
My respect and admiration for these'men
and their views was great when I came to this
convention.
It is now far greater because of the sincerity, the courtesy, and the forthrightness
with which many of them have argued in our
prolonged discussions in the Platform Committee.
Because of this very great respect and because of my profound belief that we have a
challenging task to do here — because good
conscience demands it — I feel I must rise
at this time to support a report that spells
out our democracy, a report that the people
of this country can and will understand and a
report that they will enthusiastically acclaim
on the great issue of civil rights.
Let me say this at the outset that this proposal is made for no single region. Our proposal is made for no single class, or no single
racial or religious group.
All regions of this country .— all states have
shared in our precious heritage of American
freedom. All states and all regions have seen
at least some of the infringements of that
freedom — all people — white and black —
all groups — all racial groups — have been
the victims of vicious discrimination.

The masterly statement of our keynote
speaker, the distinguished United States Senator from Kentucky, Alben Barkley, made that
point with great force. Speaking of the founder of our party, Thomas Jefferson, he said
this:
"He did not proclaim that all the white,
or the black, or the red, or the yellow men
are equal; that all Christian or Jewish men
are equal; that all Protestant and Catholic
men are equal; that all rich and poor men
are equal; that all good and bad men are
equal."
'What he declared was that all men are
equal; and the e q u a l i t y w h i c h he proclaimed was the equality in the right to enjoy the blessings of free government in
which they may participate, and to which
they have given their consent."
Now these words of Senator Barkley are
appropriate to this convention of the oldest,
the most truly progressive political party in
America. From the time of Thomas Jefferson,
the time when that immortal American doctrine of individual rights under just and fairly
administered laws -— the Democratic party
has tried hard to secure expanding freedoms
for all citizens.
Oh yes, I know other political parties may
have talked more about civil rights, but the
Democratic party surely has done more about
civil rights.
We have made progress — we have made
great progress. In every part of this country,
we have made great progress in the South.
We have made it in the West and in the
North and in the East.
But we must now focus the direction of
that progress towards the realization of a full
program of civil rights to all. This convention
must set out more specifically the direction
in which our party efforts are to go. We can
be proud that we are guided by the courageous
trail blazing of two great Democratic presidents.

We can be proud of the fact that our great
and beloved, immortal leader, Franklin Roosevelt gave us guidance and we can be proud
of the fact that Harry Truman has had the
courage to give to the people of America the
new emancipation proclamation!
It seems to me that the Democratic Party
needs to make definite pledges of the kind
suggested in the minority report to maintain
the trust and the confidence placed in it by
the people of all races and all sections of this
country.
Surely, we are here as Democrats, but my
good friends, we're here as Americans. We're
here as the believers in the principle and
ideology of democracy, and I firmly believe
that as men concerned with our country's future, we must specify in our platform the
guarantees which we have mentioned in the
minority report.
Yes, this is far more than a party matter.
Every citizen in this country has a stake in
the emergence of the United States as a leader
in a free world. That world is being challenged by a world of slavery. For us to play
our part effectively, we must be in a morally
sound position.
We cannot use a double standard. There's
no room for double standards in American
politics, for measuring our own and other people's policies. Our demands for democratic
practices in other lands will be no more effective than the guarantee of those practices
in our own country.
Friends, delegates •— I do not believe that
there can be any compromise on the guarantees of the civil rights which we have mentioned in the minority report. In spite of my
desire for unanimous agreement on the entire
platform, in spite of my desire to see everybody here in unanimous agreement, there are
some matters which I think must be stated
clearly and without qualification. There can
be no hedging. The newspapers are wrong.
There will be no hedging — no watering
down — of the instruments and the principles of the civil rights program.

To those who say that we are rushing this
issue of civil rights — I say to them, we are
172 years late!
To those who say that this bill of rights
program is an infringement of state rights •—
I say this — the time has arrived in America
for the Democratic party to get out of. the
shadows of states rights and walk forthrightly
into the bright sunshine of human rights.
People — human beings •— this is the issue
of the Twentieth Century people, all kinds and
sorts of people are looking to America for
leadership, and they're looking to America for
precepts and examples.
My good friends, my fellow Democrats •—
I ask you for a calm consideration of our
historic opportunity. Let us do forget the
evil passions, and the blindness of the past.
In these times of world economic, political
and spiritual •— above all, spiritual crisis •—
we cannot, and we must not turn from the
path so plainly before us. That path has already led us through many valleys of the
shadow of death. Now is the time to recall
those who were left on that path of American
freedom.
For all of us here, for the millions who
have sent us, for the whole two billion members of the human family •—• our land is now,
more than ever before, the last best hope on
earth. I know that we can •— I know that
we shall — begin here the fuller and richer
realization of that hope •—- that promise of a
land where all men are truly free and equal,
and each man uses his freedom and equality
wisely and well.
I ask my party — I ask the Democratic
party to march down the high road of progressive democracy, I ask this convention to
say in unmistakeable terms that we proudly
hail and we courageously support our President and leader, Harry Truman, in his great
fight for civil rights in America.
(Complete draft of speech by Hubert H. Humphrey in
behalf of the minority report on the Civil Rights Plank
of the Democratic platform at the Democratic National
Convention convened in Philadelphia, Wednesday evening, July 14, 1948.)
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This is the text' of the address of Mayor Hubert H. Humphrey
of Minneapolis delivered before the Democratic National Convention at Philadelphia on Wednesday, July 14, 1948, supporting
his civil rights amendment to the party platform:
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I realize that I am dealing
issue - with
^ with
. a charged
&
an issue which has . • been confused by emotionalism on all sides.
I realize that there are those here - friends and colleagues
of mine, many of them
- who feel as deeply as I do about this
.
issue and who are yet in complete disagreement with me.
My respect and admiration for these men and their views
was great when I came here.
It is now far greater because of the sincerity, the courtesy
and the forthrightness with which they have.argued in our
discussions.

•
'.
Because of this very
rf respect - because of my
J profound
Jr-

belief that we have a challenging task to do here -- because
good conscience demands it - I feel I must rise at this time
.
to support this report - a report that spells out our democracy,
, '
'
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a report that the people will understand and enthusiastically
acclaim.

.
Let me say at the outset that this proposal is made with

no single region, no single class, no single racial or
.. .
• '. •
religious
group in mind. ,
.
. ,
All regions and all states have shared in the precious
;

heritage of American frsodom. All states and all regions
have at least some infringements, of that freedom - all people,
•

.

all groups
have been the victims of discrimination.
The masterly statement of our keynote speaker, the
distinguished United States senator from Kentucky, Alben
Barkley, made that point with great force. Speaking of the
. '.
'founder of our party,
. Thomas Jefferson, he said:
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"He did not proclaim that all white, or black, or red, or
yellow men are equal; that all Christian or Jewish men are
equal; that all Protestant and Catholic men are equal; that
all rich or poor men are equal; that all good or bad men are
.,
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"What he declared was* that all men are equal; and the
equality which he proclaimed was equality in the right to
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enjoy the blessings of free government in which they may participate and to which they have given their consent . "
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We are here as Democrats. But more important , as Americans
and I firmly believe that as men concerned with our country's
future, we must specify in bur platform the guarantees which
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Yes, this is far more than a party matter. Every citizen
has a stake in the emergence of the United States as the leader
of the free world. That world is being challenged by the world
of slavery.

For us to play our part effectively, we must be in

a morally sound position.
Vfe cannot use a double standard for measuring bur own and
other people's policies. Our demands for democratic practices'0
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I do not believe that there can be any compromise of 'the
l-\
guarantees of civil rights which I have mentioned.
{ /

In spite of my desire for unanimous agreement on the
platform there are some matters which I think must be stated'
without qualification.
down.
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There are those who say to you -"we are rushing "this issue
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There are those who say - this issue of civil rights is
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an infringement on states rights. The time has arrived for the
Democratic party to get out of the shadow of state's rights
(HORE)

and walk forthrightly into the bright sunshine of human rights.
People - human beings - this is the issue of the 20th
century.

People - all kinds and sorts of people - look to

America for leadership - for help - for guidance.
My friends - my fellow Democrats - I ask you for a calm
consideration of our historic opportunity.
evil passions, the blindness of the past.

Let us forget the
In these times of

world economic, political and spiritual - above all, spiritual
crisis, we cannot - we must not, turn from the path so plainly
before us.
That path has already led us through many valleys of the
shadow of death. Now is the time to recall those who were
left on that path of American freedom.
For all of us here, for the millions who have sent us,
for the whole two billion members of the human family - our
land is now, more than ever, the last best hope on earth.

I

know that we can - I know that we shall - begin here the fuller
and richer realization of that hope - that promise of a land
where all men are free and equal, and each man uses his freedom
and equality wisely and well.
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have fought firmly for their principles, but, ladies and gentlemen,
they are asking you in the submission of this states' rights plank to put
something into this platform that is meaningless, because the plank,
in reference to civil rights, makes reference to constitutional provisions and constitutional changes.
We have a Supreme Court of the United States in this country that
will protect the states of the south and I will point out to you that
one of the greatest changes that was made, economically, one of the
greatest economic changes was the National Recovery Act.
It took the people of America from the depths of the depression and
by 1935 doubled the national income and brought prosperity to everyone of the 48 states of this Union.
:
But that was declared unconstitutional, and ladies and gentlemen,
I submit to you that as Democrats, if we want to keep this great
Party together, and to make possible the wonderful provisions of the
Platform that you have just had read to you by the able Senator
Myers, those great provisions that mean so much to America, provisions reiterating all of the gains since 1932, gains for every one of the
48 states of the Union. '•.'•
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, if we want to enact those provisions into
law, we as Democrats .have to win. We cannot recede from the 1944
plank, states' rights has not appeared in any platform since 1928, and
I say to you fellow delegates of this Convention, from the 48 stateaj
and the possessions, we are all Americans and under the law "all
Americans are entitled to their legal rights, regardless of race, regardless of creed, regardless of color (applause) and we should as Democrats work to perpetuate the great economic gains that have brought
prosperity to the American people, yes, my State of Massachusetts,
the great states of the south and the great states of the west.
For the good of America, I plead with my fellow delegates to this
convention to leave the piaform as it is. (Applause.)
HON. FRANCIS J. MYERS: I now yield ten minutes to a delegate to this
Convention, a member of the Committee on Resolutions, the Mayor of
Minneapolis, the Honorable Hubert H. Humphrey.
REMARKS OF THE HONORABLE HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
MAYOR OF THE CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.
HON. HTBERT H. Ht'MPHREY: Mr. Chairman, fellow Democrats, fellow
Americans:
^s I realize that in speaking in behalf of the minority report on civil
rights as presented by Congressman Biemiller of Wisconsin, that I
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am dealing with a charged issue, w i t h an issue which has been confused
by emotionalism on all sides of the fence.
I realize that there are here today friends and colleagues of mine,
many of them who feel just as deeply and keenly as I do about this
issue, and who are yet in complete disagreement with me.
My respect and admiration for these men and their views was great
when I came to this Convention. It is now far greater because of the
sincerity, courtesy and the f o r t h r i g h t n e s s with which many of them
have argued in our prolonged discussions in the Platform Committee.
Because of this very great respect, and because of my profound
belief that we have a challenging task to do here, because good conscience, decent morality demands it, I feel 1 must rise at this time to
support a report, the m i n o r i t y report, a report that spells out our
democracy.
It is a report that the people of t h i s country can and w i l l understand
and a report that they w i l l enthusiastically acclaim on the greatest issue
of civil rights. (Applause.)
Let me say this at the outset: That t h i s proposal is made for no
single region. Our proposal is made for no single class, for no single
racial or religious group in mind. All of the regions of this country,
all of the states, have shared in our precious heritage of American
freedom. All of the states, and all of the regions of the c o u n t r y have
seen at least some of the infringements of that freedom.
All people, and get this; all people, w h i t e and black, all racial groups,
have been the victims at times in this nation of vicious discrimination.
The masterly statement of our keynote speaker, the distinguished United
States Senator from Kentucky, Alben Barkley, made that plank with
great force.
Speaking of the founder of our P a r t y , Thomas Jefferson, he said
this, and I quote from Alben B a r k l e y : "Hi- did not proclaim that all of
the white or the black or the red or tin. 1 yellow men are equal, that all
Christian or Jewish men are equal, that all Protestant and Catholic men
are equal, that all rich and poor men are equal, that all good and bad
men are equal, but what he declared was. t h a t all men are equal, and
the equality he proclaimed was the e q u a l i t y in the right to enjoy the
blessings of free government in which t h e y may participate, and to
which they have given t h e i r support." ( A p p l a u s e . )
Xow, these words of Senator Barkley are appropriate to this Convention, the most truly progressive p o l i t i c a l party in Ameiica, From the
time of Thomas Jefferson, the time when that i m m o r t a l American doctrine of individual rights, under just and f a i r l y administered laws, the
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Democratic Party has tried hard to secure expanding freedoms for all
citizens.
Oh, yes, I know, other political parties may have talked more about
civil rights, but the Democratic Party has surely done more about civil
rights. (Applause.) We have made great progress in every part of
this country. We have made great progress in the South and we have
made it in the West and in the North and in the East, but we must now
focus the direction of that progress towaids the realization of a full
program of civil rights to all.
This convention must set out more specifically the direction in which
our Party efforts are to go. We can be proud that we can be guided
by the courageous trail-blazing of two gieat Democratic Presidents, and
we can be proud of the fact that our great and beloved immortal leader,
Franklin Roosevelt, gave us guidance, and we can be proud of the fact
that Harry Truman has had the courage to give to the people of America
the new emancipation proclamation. (Applause.)
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It seems to me that the Democratic Party needs to make definite
pledges of the kind suggested in the minority report, to maintain the
trust and confidence placed in it by the people of all laces and all sections of this country. Sure, we are here as Democrats, but, my good
friends, we are here as Americans; we are here as the believers in the
principles and the ideology of democracy, and I firmly believe that as
men concerned with our country's future, we must specify in our platf o i m the guarantees which we have mentioned in the minority report.
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Yes. this is far more than a party matter. Every citizen in this country
has a stake in the emergence of the United States as a leader in a free
world. That world is being challenged by the world of slavery. For
us to play our part effectively, we must be in a morally sound position.
t
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We cannot use a double standard. There is no v o o m f o r d o u b l e s t a n d -

policies, our demandTTor democratic practices^jn.. other l f i n d s _ v v i l l b e n o
iiliV!!e''''"r['e'3i\''e'''t'ii'ViT't'J7e''''g\iaraii'tee of those practices in our own country.
Friends, delegates, I do not believe that there can be any compromise
on the guarantees of the civil rights which we have mentioned in the
minority report. In spite of my desire for unanimous agreement on the
e n t i i e platform, in spite of my desire to see everybody here in unanimous agreement, there are some matters whicli I think must be stated
clearly and without qualification. There can be no hedging. The newspaper headlines are wrong.
There will be no hedging, and there will be no watering down, if you
please, of the instruments and the principles of the civil rights program.
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My friends, to those who say that \ve are rushing this issue of civil
rights, I say to them, we ;ne 172 years late. (Applause.)
To those who say that this civil rights program is an infringement on
States' Rights, I .say this, that the time has arrived in America for the
Democratic Party to get out of the shadows of States' Rights and to
walk forthrightly into the- bright sunshine of human rights. (Applaiir-e.)
People, human beings, this is the issue of the 20th century, people of
all kinds, and these people are looking to America for leadership and
they are looking to Ameiica for precepts and example.
My good friends and my fellow Democrats, I ask you for a calm consideration of our historic opportunity. Let us not forget the evil patience
arid the blindness of the past. In these times of world economic, political
and spiritual, above all spiritual crisis, we cannot, and we must not. t u r n
from the paths so p l a i n l y before us.
That path has already led us through many valleys of the shadow of
death, and now is the time to recall those who were left on that path
of American fieedom. To all of us here, for the millions who have sent
us, for the whole two billion members of the human family, our land
is now more than ever before the last, best hope on earth. I know that
we can, and I know that we shall, begin here the fuller and richer
example of that, that promise of a land for all men truly free and equal.
and each man uses his freedom and equality wisely and well.
My good friends, I ask my Party, and I ask the Democrat
to m a i c h down the high-road of progressive democracy. I ask
vention to say in u n m i s t a k a b l e terms that we proudly hail and
ugeously support our President and leader. Harry Truman, in
fight for civil rights in America. (Applause.)
Hox. FKAXCIS J. MYKKS: We have several more speaker
subject of civil rights and States' rights.
W i l l the delegates please proceed to their chairs.
HON. F R A N C I S J. MYKKS: I now yield five m i n u t e s to Mr.
Jacoby of the State of Xew York.
R K M A R K S OF AARON' L. JACOBY, A D E L E G A T E
FROM THE STATE OF XFW YORK
Mi;. JACOBY: Mr. Chairman and Ladies and Gentlemen of the Convention: The P l a t f o i m C o m m i t t e e labored long' and industriously and i n d e fatigably and has presented a document to this Convention t h a t invites
the a d m i r a t i o n and respect of all in this company. It has presented a
document embodying high and compelling principles.
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Mr. Chairman - Fellow Democrats - FellowfaterieansI realist that I as dealing with a charged issue — with an issue
which has been confused ty emotionalism on all sides, I realise that tfasre
are those her© — friends and colleagues of mine, many of thea — mho feel
as deeply as I de about this issue and wtio are yet in complete disagree—

s—. meat with a©. My respect and adtiration for th«a© men and their views was

fu•

great when I mm here* It Is new far greatsr t»ea.uses of the aiaeeritf,

n the ee-wrtesy and the iortfarightmsss with which they haw argued in our
discussions,

ieeaus® of this •mxy i«sp®ct — J»e*as@ of my proroopd be»

\f that we have a challenging task to do ter® — bBc«w»i® ^x«i conscienoe
demands it — J feel I awst rifle at this tiae to support this r^>ort» «—
4 report that spells out oar dsiaooraey* A report that the people will
understand and enthusiastically acclaia,

D)

Let m® say at the outset that this proposal is aade with no
single region, no singl® class, no- single racial or religious group in
sind,

AH region* and all states have shared in. the precious heritage

fjot American freedom.

.411 states and alls regions havefeNB«nat least

infringestsnts of that fr»©doa — All people, all groups haw been the
vietias of : discrimination.
Th« ossterHy statement of ot»r keynote speaker, the distingMlatied
United States Senator from lentucky, .41ben tarkley, made that point
with great fores.

.'Speaking of the founder of our party, thorns Jefferson,

he saidj
*He did not proelftitt that *H white, or b&ack* or »d, or
yellow a®n a,i* eqmls that all Christian or Jewish
equal t

are

i'hat «11 protestant and eathol^Eic men ar® equal i

that all rich or poor as« are equals

'^nat all tjood or

bad aen «re ©qwal. What h« declared was that aU wen $*m
equals

And the e<p*lity which he proclaimed was ®tpalitjp

in the right to enjfey the blessings of free government in
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Tshieh they may participate, and to which they haw given
their consent.*
here as Dwaoerats — But store inportant AS
And I fimly bali©v« that as man concerted -with ovr country's future, we
oust specify in owr platform the guarantees which I have mentioned.
this is far aore* than a Party aatter.

fas,

ISvary cititea has * stake in

the emergence of the United States as the leadter of th» free world* That
world is being challenged by the world of slavery. For ms to play our part
II n affectively, i» must be in a «or»lly sound position,

IB oaiwot us® a

standard for aeasurlng oar own and other people's policies. Our
dewnda for dtemocratio practices in other landi will be no wore effective
than the guarant*© of those practices is in our own country*
W» are God~fe*ring awn' and woaen,
,__

r—it

ife place our faith in the

brotherhood'Of man under the Fatherhood of Clod,

I do not believe that there can be any coa|HWKaise on the
guarantees of civil rights which 1 have wsntioned. In -spit© of my desire
for unanimous agreesent on the platform, there are some matters which I
think oust be stated without qualification, Th«re can be no hedging —•
no watering dowt — (* wonderful platform)
There ars those who say to you we are rushing this i«sue of
civil rights —«* 1 say, ws are 172 years late.
There ar® those who say — this issue of civil rights is an
infringament of states rights.
The tine has arrived for the 'Oemocratio Party to get out of the
shadow of states rights and walk forthrlghtly into tt» bright •onshirut of
htiaan rights.

People •— Human .beings, this is the ismie of th« 20th century
\e — all
kinds and sorts of peopla — look to America for leader*
ship —• for help — for guidance*

Mr. Ohairaan -

4
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I call upon this convention to adopt this report
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Hie 'D^soe.»tls Party is responsible for the great civil rights
gains made la reoant y»ars in «llalnating unfair and illegal dtserlaiaktton bailed on r»e«, creod or color*

the ttefflocvatio Party ooaifilts Itself to continuing its effort
to eradicate all racial, religious and economic discrimination*
Ife again state our belief that racial and religious .Minorities
swat haw the right to 11-re, tte ri^jt to work, the right to vote, tine
.full and equal pitHwetion of the laws, on a 'basis of equality with all
eitisens as :imar»ftt**d ty the Constitution*
'**. bi.ihly eonapnd Fr«-»icl©nt Harry T ruaan for his eotirmg©oti®,
stand on the law* of civil rli^its,
He sail -ttpon the eongr»n8 to support our Preeidont in ,,f«»r*nl»eijng these basic and fuandaaental %*»rican prlniaplss — the ri^ht of Hill
*ad equal polltieal parti si |»atlott} tj»* idgl'tt t© equal opportxutH^ of

treatiaent in 'tine service and defense of omr nation*
Hy friendsf .sgr fellow I>sao.erat,s — 1 ask you for a oalm eonsider«.tion of our historic opportunity, Let us forget tit<» evil ptsaions,
the blindnesses of the past. In these

of world »©on«»iOj political

and spiritual — above all, spiritual crisis, we cannot, me oust not tern
from

tbe path s© plainly before us. That path has already l^ad us through

many valleys of the shadow of death, Mow is the tiae to recs&ll thaw

-It-

were left cm that path of American freedom,
For all of «» here, for the Billions who have sent «.», for the
whole two billion abaters of the human family — our land is now, more
than aver, the last best hope cm earth,

I know that w© can — 1 know

that we shall — begin, here the fuller and richer realisation of that hopethat promise of a land whens all wen are free ®nd equal, and each aaa uses
'

freedom «tad e«pal±ty wisely and well,
I ask a$r party --• the Beaociatie Party t© :Mtreh do«R the
ro&d of progressive democracy —- I ask this eorwentlon to say in
wtaistaksatxLe terms that ne proudly hail aM courageously a«pfort our
President and leader* Marry Truman,
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